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The New
Insider Threat
Kaspersky believes that
the best way to address
this rapidly evolving threat
is through a dedicated
technology that offers
its own unique layer of
protection against exploits
aimed at vulnerabilities
in popular applications

Third party applications accounted for a massive 87 per cent of
vulnerabilities in 2012.1 That same year, Kaspersky Lab recorded
more than 132 million applications at risk.
Flaws in Oracle Java, Adobe Flash Player and Adobe Reader, along with weaknesses in Microsoft
Office, are the most popular targets for criminal exploits. Between March and August 2013,
Kaspersky researchers registered 8.54 million attacks using Java exploits – an increase
of 52.7 per cent on the previous six months.
Kaspersky believes that the best way to address this rapidly evolving threat is through
a dedicated technology that offers its own unique layer of protection against exploits aimed
at vulnerabilities in popular applications. By preventing these malicious pieces of code from
executing in the first place, it’s possible to prevent core enterprise applications and components
from becoming gateways for larger scale attacks.
Our specialised layer of protection is based on a Kaspersky developed technology called
Automatic Exploit Prevention (AEP). It’s a highly efficient way of detecting and protecting
enterprise systems and data from known and unknown exploits.

1. Secunia Vulnerability Review 2013, Secunia Research Lab, March 14, 2013
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There’s a Gap for
That – Typical
Exploit behaviour
The purpose of any exploit is to leverage vulnerabilities in widely used
software to launch various types of malicious code. To infect a system
using this technique, criminals adopt a range of methods, including:
•

Luring users onto a purpose-built malicious website or legitimate one that has been
compromised and infected with malicious code. Some criminals target legitimate sites
popular with particular types of users, such as developers in large enterprises – so-called
watering hole attacks.

•

Duping users into downloading or opening a specially crafted, seemingly legitimate
document, such as a PDF, Office document or even a harmless-looking image.

•

Removable storage devices such as USB drives carrying exploit-using malware are easily
smuggled into the enterprise – several studies in recent years have found that end users
who found USB sticks in the company parking lot invariably plugged them into their
computer, especially if they were enterprise branded.2

•

Email phishing – typically, targeted attacks begin with a user opening a specially crafted
malicious email attachment that looks legitimate at first sight.

•

For further information on exploits delivered via removable media, visit:
http://www.securelist.com/en/blog/208187475/Another_usb_media_infection

2. Bruce Schneier, “Yet Another ‘People Plug in Strange USB Sticks’ Story,” Schneier on Security
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Popularity Makes You
Vulnerable – The Most
Attacked Software
Of the Kaspersky users
participating in our cloudbased Kaspersky Security
Network intelligence and
threat detection system,
6.3 per cent are still using
Windows XP

Almost every program is vulnerable to bugs, some of which enable the
unauthorised execution of malicious code. Given that the average user
has about 72 programs installed on their machine,3 that’s a lot
of vulnerability in the enterprise. But the reality is that criminals tend
to stick to the most popular applications because this guarantees
a large number of potential victims; after all, to be successful, you only
need one person to click.
Kaspersky research shows the software most targeted by exploits is Oracle Java, which
accounted for 90.52 per cent of all detected attempts to exploit vulnerabilities in 2013.
These vulnerabilities are exploited by drive-by attacks using the Internet, and new Java exploits
are now present in lots of exploit packs.4
The second most popular vulnerability target is the Windows components category, including
vulnerable Windows OS files other than Internet Explorer and Microsoft Office, which Kaspersky
assigned to a separate category. Most of the attacks in this components category target a
vulnerability discovered in win 32k.sys-CVE-2011-3402 – first used in the famous Duqu exploit.
Oracle Java
90.52%
Windows Components
2.63%
Android
2.49%
Adobe Acrobat Reader
2.01%
Internet Explorer
1.32%
Adobe Flash Player
0.53%
MS Office
0.51%

Vulnerabilities in Oracle Java account for the
overwhelming majority of exploits5

Over time, the list of targeted software may change; for example, Microsoft Office was the
number one target for attack in 2010. As Microsoft transitions Windows XP and Office 2003
toward end of life from April 2014, security updates and patches will no longer be developed
for this software, leaving some organisations exposed to serious weakness that criminals are
no doubt already eyeing up. Of the Kaspersky users participating in our cloud-based Kaspersky
Security Network intelligence and threat detection system, 6.3 per cent are still
using Windows XP.

3. Secunia Vulnerability Review 2013
4. Kaspersky Lab Report: Java Under Attack – The Evolution of Exploits in 2012-2013, Securelist, October 30, 2013
5. http://www.securelist.com/en/images/vlill/stat_ksb_2013_04.png
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General Means
of Protection
From Exploits
Even if relatively few
threats escape the
traditional security layers,
the potential for massive
damage that even one
exploit slipping through
the net could cause makes
it vital to introduce an
additional layer of security
to the enterprise

Kaspersky solutions employ several methods of blocking exploits.
For example, special signatures are added for exploit-using malware
that enable malicious file detection (such as an email attachment) even
before the file is opened. Proactive protection and other technologies
enable detection and blocking of malware once a vulnerable file
is opened. Finally, Vulnerability Scanning enables easy detection
of vulnerable software on any endpoint – and can work with
Patch Management and other Systems Management features
to automatically apply updates or prevent unpatched software
from loading.
Of course, performing regular updates of Windows system components and other installed
software is the best way to avoid most exploits.
In some cases, however, everyday protection techniques may not be effective. This is especially
true of zero-day vulnerabilities – undetected or newly discovered software flaws. Under these
circumstances, it’s difficult for security vendors to recognise exploits targeting zero-day
vulnerabilities through signature-based methods. Complex exploits may also use a variety
of techniques to bypass or overcome proactive protection technologies. Even if relatively few
threats escape the traditional security layers, the potential for massive damage that even one
exploit slipping through the net could cause makes it vital to introduce an additional layer of
security to the enterprise. That’s where Automatic Exploit Prevention comes in.
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Automatic Exploit
Prevention:
How It Works
Automatic Exploit Prevention (AEP) technology specifically targets
malware that exploits software vulnerabilities to gain a foothold on
enterprise endpoints and networks. Even if a user downloads
or opens a malicious file, AEP technology will prevent the malware
from executing.
Kaspersky developed AEP through in-depth analysis of the behaviour and features of the most
widespread exploits. This means our technology can discern exploit-characteristic behaviour
patterns and block them from launching.
During the development process, Kaspersky’s R&D teams gained insight into the most
frequently targeted enterprise software and applications, tailoring the AEP technology
accordingly. AEP now features in Kaspersky Antivirus and Internet Security solutions,
where it works alongside our standard System Watcher module to deliver an additional
layer of security that includes the following capabilities:

Control of potentially vulnerable applications
AEP technology gives specific focus to the most frequently targeted applications, such as Adobe
Reader, Internet Explorer and Microsoft Office. Any attempt these programs make to launch
unusual executable files or code will trigger additional security checks. Sometimes, these
actions will be legitimate – for example, Adobe Reader may launch an executable file to check for
updates. But certain characteristics of the executable file, along with any associated actions,
may be indicative of malicious activity and therefore worthy of additional examination.

Monitor pre-launch activities
How an application launches or code executes – and what happens just before it does –
can reveal a lot about it. Certain kinds of behaviour strongly indicate malicious activity; AEP
technology can track this activity and detect the source of the attempt to launch the code.
The source may originate with the software itself – but it could also be the result of an exploit.
Data on the most typical exploit behaviours can help detect this kind of activity, even when a
zero-day vulnerability is being used. This means AEP doesn’t need to know the precise nature
of the vulnerability being exploited to understand that malicious activity is taking place.
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Kaspersky’s methodology
of checking and tracking,
along with in-depth and
ongoing research into the
most popular enterprise
applications, makes the risk
of false positives very low.

Tracking the origin of code
Certain types of exploit, particularly those used in drive-by downloads (i.e. exploits launched
through a malicious web page), need to fetch their payload from another website before
executing it. AEP can trace the origin of such files, identify the exact browser that initiated the
download and retrieve the remote web address for the files.
In addition, for certain kinds of programs, AEP can distinguish between files created with the
user’s consent and unauthorised new files. When an attempt is made to launch suspicious code,
this information can help identify an exploit and block it.

Prevent exploits from accessing their chosen vulnerability
AEP can use a technique called Force Address Space Layout Randomization with some
programs and software modules, preventing exploits from finding the specific vulnerability
or code they need to execute.
ASLR technology has been included in Microsoft’s Windows operating system since Vista but not
all programs support this default feature. Kaspersky’s AEP technology extends the functionality
of ASLR to programs that don’t support this default version – blocking certain exploit types by
preventing them from determining the location of the code they need to operate for example, in
memory. Repeated efforts to locate the required code are more likely to result in the application
crashing than they are in the malicious code executing.

Where to Find AEP
Automatic Exploit Prevention technology is available as part of Kaspersky Endpoint Security
for Business. It’s activated by default, but can be turned off separately or along with the entire
System Watcher module (which tracks program activity across the system), if desired.
By default, AEP blocks the launch of any suspicious code; Kaspersky’s methodology of checking
and tracking, along with in-depth and ongoing research into the most popular enterprise
applications, makes the risk of false positives very low. It’s possible to run this feature
in interactive mode, if preferred.
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The Benefits to
Enterprise IT Security
Automatic Exploit Prevention significantly reduces the risk of infection
from widespread malware, or more targeted attacks using exploits –
even when a zero-day vulnerability is used. During Kaspersky
extensive internal testing, research and development processes,
AEP successfully blocked exploits targeting widely used vulnerabilities
in Adobe Flash Player, QuickTime Player, Adobe Reader, Java and
other programs.
Kaspersky’s approach to IT security has always been based on providing multiple layers
of protection, along with the effective use of threat intelligence to anticipate the nature of
as-yet-unknown threats. Automatic Exploit Prevention blocks both known and unknown
exploits from executing. In doing so, it complements Kaspersky’s other technologies,
such as anti-malware and anti-spam filters, by providing a safety net to catch more complex
or sophisticated code that can sometimes bypass traditional IT security technologies.
The Kaspersky Security Network, together with our world-renowned Threat Research and Global
Research and Analysis Teams (GReAT), gives us the broadest view of millions of threats from
every corner of the world. This intelligence allows us to see and often predict security incidents,
helping enterprises achieve better protection and a more pro-active stance on IT security. We
focus our efforts on solving global IT security challenges – from critical infrastructure protection,
enterprise mobility and secure virtualization to fraud prevention and security intelligence
services. Kaspersky never stops anticipating and preventing IT security threats - reducing
enterprise risk today and in the increasingly complex future.
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About Kaspersky Lab

Kaspersky Lab is the world’s largest privately held vendor of endpoint protection
solutions. The company is ranked among the world’s top four vendors of security
solutions for endpoint users*. Throughout its more than 16-year history
Kaspersky Lab has remained an innovator in IT security and provides effective
digital security solutions for large enterprises, SMBs and consumers. Kaspersky
Lab, with its holding company registered in the United Kingdom, currently
operates in almost 200 countries and territories across the globe, providing
protection for over 300 million users worldwide.
Learn more at kaspersky.com/enterprise

* The company was rated fourth in the IDC rating Worldwide Endpoint Security Revenue by Vendor, 2012.
The rating was published in the IDC report “Worldwide Endpoint Security 2013–2017 Forecast and
2012 Vendor Shares (IDC #242618, August 2013). The report ranked software vendors according to
earnings from sales of endpoint security solutions in 2012.

